
Locked Up: 5 Albums to get you through a pandemic-era exam season.

Good music is a civilizing force. Before language was the ability to recognise and respond

to rhythm, melody, and beat. Music transcends race, culture, even time.

In a time where the words ‘strange’, ‘unprecedented’, and ‘unexpected’ have taken the

strange, unprecedented, and unexpected step of being repeated ad nauseam, perhaps then it is time

to turn to that civilising force once more. Covid-19 has been, if anything, an exercise in intimacy.

Our worlds are smaller now. Rather than magnify an exam-ridden world, each of these albums will

help you leave yours, even briefly, for a stay in somebody else’s.

Danny Michel - Khlebnikov

Khlebnikov exists at war with itself: songs flit from sonic waves of glacial isolation to

poetic jaunts of life aboard a ship – complete with the cursory creaking, dogs barking, and tails of

harpooning whales therein. Yet no song feels out of place – each moves into the other with the deft

fluidity that only a stalwart of Canadian Folk such as Danny Michel can deliver. The album is a

love letter to the American North: furious polar bears juxtaposed to the sensations of hot soup.

Never has such a cold album been written with such warmth. Khlebnikov knows precisely where it

sits in a landscape of awe-inspiring, unforgiving nature, even if it doesn’t always want to admit it.

Lifer’s Group – Living Proof

There is fury in the Lifer’s Group. If Rap, Graffiti, Breakdance, and Turn-tables are the four

pillars of hip-hop, authenticity is the underlying tenet, and Lifer’s Group are taking no prisoners.

Lifer’s Group may be a cultural blip on the radar of music history, but they are more than that.

Nominated for a Grammy in 1991, the group is part of a legacy: they were formed in Rahway State



Prison under the same programme as The Escorts, 20 years earlier. Aligned by circumstance over

kinship, the messages are varied but thematic: be it N.W.A., the judicial system, or, pensively,

themselves, Lifer’s Group call out whoever they want to and say it as it is. They have little to lose.

The music is, at best, chaotic, but the plurality of voices makes this an album as vital today as it was

almost thirty years ago.

Chris Hadfield – Space Sessions

You’re unlikely to hear the names Neil Young and Chris Hadfield in the same sentence. One

is a cosmonaut; the other a septuagenarian Rock ’n’ Roll hall-of-famer. But there is a clear

influence from one to the other (no, Young hasn’t become an astronaut). Hadfield’s Space Sessions

exists beyond novelty: whilst his cover of Space Oddity once gained viral Youtube recognition,

Space Sessions is more meditative. Living in space is no longer new, and Space Sessions is trying to

find sense in that. If Young’s folk is characterised by a man looking to the sky, asking ‘why am I

here?’, Hadfield’s is a man looking down to say ‘I don’t know’.

The Beatles – The White Album

The White Album came at a pressure point for The Beatles. Amidst the psychedelic bluster

of Sergeant Peppers, anticipating the next move for the Fab Four seemed impossible. Brian Epstein,

manager and purveyor of restraint to The Beatles had passed away. A kaleidoscopic array of

well-tempered hits could have helped The Beatles recover from The Magical Mystery Tour, their

first commercial failure. Instead, they produced two LPs at their most raw and unedited. Each song

exists as its own spellbinding entity, the band touching everything they could whilst being torn

viciously between business, relationships, and drugs. It’s easy to see The White Album as one of

disparate, creative curios, but don’t overlook these: It’s a record that places Revolution 9 alongside



Julia. Ob-La-Di alongside Whilst My Guitar Gently Weeps. It is a reminder of the beauty created in

a world that has begun to fall apart.

Bon Iver – For Emma, Forever Ago

Amidst the layered Falsetto of The Wolves and the graceful, growing graininess of Skinny

Love is a weakness to For Emma, Forever Ago. Justin Vernon’s debut as Bon Iver is transparent in

its response to his break-up with the eponymous girlfriend, but it is also born from his departure

from a band that proceeded to live on without him. Lyrically the album is deliberately vague: the

cohesiveness isn’t found in Vernon’s word-level choices, but rather a timbre and tone that swells to

create a calamitous picture of a man who is learning how to reconcile.

That’s it.  5 Albums. 5 Worlds – if you look back, you will see each one fit a theme of

denial, anger, bargaining, depression and, finally, acceptance. More importantly however, this is a

collection of 5 albums with the same enduring message: you will survive. We are isolated. We are

not alone. Vernon’s ‘calamitous picture’ didn’t come from a studio; For Emma was written and

produced entirely during months of isolation in the woods of Wisconsin. Khlebnikov isn’t

metaphorically about ice and solitude: Khlebnikov was the name of the Russian Icebreaker where

Danny Michel wrote the album. Space Sessions aren’t songs about space; they’re songs written in

Space, during months on the International Space Station. When Lifer’s Group were nominated for a

Grammy, they didn’t turn up. The group were all in prison – for life. Lastly, The Beatles’ enduring

‘White Album’ was written, famously, in isolation at Rikishesh.

You can get through this. Finish your exams. Look to the future. It won’t be what we

thought it would be, but we can make something special. Take these broken wings. Learn to fly.


